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Abstract

A rememberance agent is meant to supplement its user’s memory by
suggesting previously seen material that may be relevant in the current
context.

The remembrance agent concept was developed by a research group
at the MIT Media Lab led by Bradley Rhodes, while the Daemon en-
vironment was developed by the Software Technology research group at
Ericsson Radio Systems. The goal of this master’s thesis is to combine
these two ideas.

Other objectives are to look into the charateristics of a remembrance
agent’s user interface, and to try to find out to what extent a remembrance
agent can be made platform and application independent.

Sammanfattning

En remembrance agent, eller komih̊agagent p̊a svenska, är tänkt att stödja
sin användares minne genom att föresl̊a material användaren sett förut
som kan vara relevant i användarens nuvarande sammanhang.

Komih̊agagent-konceptet utvecklades av en forskargrupp p̊a MIT un-
der ledning av Bradley Rhodes, medan Daemon-miljön utvecklades av
forskningsgruppen Software Technology p̊a Ericsson Radio Systems. Målet
med det här examensarbetet är att kombinera de tv̊a idéerna.

Ett annat mål är att titta p̊a vilka karaktäristiska drag ett användar-
gränssnitt för en komih̊agagent ska ha, samt i vilken utsträckning en
komih̊agagent kan göras plattformsoberoende.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When using an ordinary search engine you sometimes don’t know what to
search for to get the result you are after. Maybe the only clue you have
is a tantalizing memory of having read something related to your topic of
interest, but you have no idea as to where or in what context.

The idea behind the remembrance agent is that it should help you
recall things. Basically, it monitors everything you do, and when you
engage in an activity that resembles something you have done before, it
tells you where to find information about this previous activity.

For example, if you are writing an e-mail to a colleague about a confer-
ence, the remembrance agent might give you the link to the web page of
the conference, or the location of documents that were part of last year’s
conference readings. Of course, you have to have read those documents
(or at least glanced at them) and visited the web page in question for the
remembrance agent to be able to “remember” where to find them.

1.1 Remembrance agents

The idea behind the remembrance agent comes from MIT, more precisely
from a group at the MIT Media Lab led by Bradley Rhodes. They have
been doing research on remembrance agents for a couple of years. For
details on their work, see [Rhoa].

There are three basic parts to a remembrance agent; a user interface,
an information gatherer and a search engine. The user interface is for
communicating with the user. The information gatherer retrieves the
information needed about the user’s actions. The search engine does what
search engines usually do; it finds documents (activities) related to the
current document (activity).

Rhodes remembrance agent was developed using elisp and works as
a plug-in for Emacs [RS96]. The remembrance agent developed in this
project should be platform independent, and for this reason Java is the
programming language of choice. Also, one of the design goals is for our
remembrance agent to be able to communicate with any kind of applica-
tion, not just Emacs.

There is no reason whatsoever that the remembrance agent should be
limited to text only. It is possible to imagine a remembrance agent that
works with sounds, as in a conversation. However, as research in speech
recognition and related areas has been going on for a comparatively short
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time it is easier to begin with text only.

1.2 Daemon

Daemon was developed by the Software Technology group at the research
department at Ericsson Radio Systems1 during the fall of 1999, using
Java and Erlang. Daemon is in this context short for Distributed Ad-hoc
Environment for MObile Networks. A number of other definitions as to
what a daemon is can be found in appendix A.

The remembrance agent in this project is connected to Daemon in two
ways. First and foremost it is an application using the Daemon network
in place at Ericsson, thus testing Daemon. Second it should provide its
services to the other users of this network.

1.3 The thesis project

This thesis is one part of a two theses project on remembrance agents.
The project was conducted in 1999, and this thesis report was finalized
2015.

This thesis will concentrate on the Daemon environment, the remem-
brance agent design and the user interface.

Patrick Gründler wrote the other thesis, [Grü02]. It deals with the
connection to other user applications and the information retrieval needed
for the remembrance agent to function properly.

1.3.1 The structure of this thesis

Chapter 2 is an introduction to the research related to the different parts
of the remembrance agent. Chapter 3 describes the goals of this master’s
thesis, and chapter 4 explains how these goals were achieved. The actual
results can be found in chapter 5.

As a conclusion there is chapter 6 where you can read about the lessons
learned and the experiences made while working on this thesis. The chap-
ter also contains a discussion on the future of the remembrance agent,
covering both what has happened since the prototype was developed in
the fall of ’99 and the future I envision for the remembrance agent.

1or ERA/T/S using Ericsson’s internal terminology
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Chapter 2

Related research

This chapter analyzes the components of the remembrance agent, and
gives a brief introduction to the research they depend upon.

2.1 The search engine

To be able to design a search engine for the remembrance agent, one has
to understand how search engines in general work. For this reason a short
introduction to the field of information retrieval is given. Also one has to
know what kind of information is needed and how this information should
be stored for convenient retrieval.

2.1.1 Information retrieval

Most of the research done in information retrieval concentrates on written
texts. This is one of the reasons why the remembrance agent prototype
developed in this project only handles written communication and not
spoken. Nor are images, such as photographs and other pictures, handled
by the prototype.

The basic assumption made is that a document is a bag of words.
Put another way: The content of the document is determined by the
words it contains, not the order of the words. This works suprisingly well
for languages like English, which is the language that most information
retrieval research is based on.

Thinking of documents as bags of words instead of ordered strings of
words makes comparing two documents a lot easier. To find two similar
documents all you have to do is find two “bags” containing the same
words. If the assumption is correct, that is that the words themselves
are more important than their relative positions, you will have found two
documents about the same subject field.

Of course there are situations when this is not the case, e.g. when
words are ambiguous, or when the documents have very different sizes.
Overall this assumption works fine though, at least for documents written
in English, and in fact also for those written in Swedish.

This introduction to information retrieval is very popularized. For
a more specific introduction, consult [Kar99]. The other thesis in this
project, [Grü02], explains exactly how the information retrieval algorithms
used in the remembrance agent works.
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2.1.2 Desired information

So what information does the remembrance agent need to know about an
activity to be able to make suggestions of activities related to the cur-
rent one? In the context of wearable remembrance agents, the group led
by Bradley Rhodes has identified seven context cues that are important
to find relevant suggestions [Rho97]: The information itself, the wearer’s
physical location, the people currently around, the subject of the infor-
mation, and the date, time and day of week.

Their plan is to get information about the user’s whereabouts from
a GPS-system, and information about who is around from a system of
smart badges. If it is not possible to get at the information in any other
way, they plan to let the user enter the missing information himself.

2.2 Information gathering with Daemon

Daemon is a communication environment developed by the Software Tech-
nology research group at Ericsson Radio Systems. It was developed during
the fall of 1999, i.e. at the same time this thesis work was conducted, using
Java and Erlang.

A software agent1 that utilises Daemon is referred to as a daemon.
Each daemon listens for connection requests on a specific port on the
Daemon server. When a connection request is received the daemon initi-
ates a new session that handles all communication to and from the agent
that initiated the connection. Thus the daemon is free to listen for new
connection requests.

2.2.1 Daemon communication

A daemon understands two different types of messages; requests and in-
dications. These two kinds of messages are the basics of the daemon
protocol.

Basically requests are incoming messages that require a response. This
response can be either OK with or without an extra message or Error
with a message indicating what went wrong. When sending a request the
asking end expects a response.

A possible scenario is for somebody to request a subscription of certain
types of messages from a daemon. For example, provided there is an e-mail
daemon, i.e. a daemon handling all e-mails, an agent might be interested
in recieving a copy of every e-mail sent to a specific user. In that case
the agent sends a subscription request to the e-mail daemon. The e-mail
daemon then has to send an answer; either OK to show that it will send
the requested copies, or Error to alert the requesting application that
something, and preferrably what, went wrong.2

Indications are sent out by the daemon in response to previous re-
quests. In the example above the e-mail daemon will send out an indica-
tion to the subscriber each time it recieves a new e-mail message for the

1In this paper agent is used in a very broad sense, the way Russell and Norvig [RN95,
page 31] defined it:

An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through
sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors.

2One thing that could go wrong is for example that the daemon fails to authenticate itself
as acting on behalf of the user.
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specified user, containing that message. The sender of an indication does
not expect an answer.

2.3 The user interface

There really is not much research on user interfaces for applications re-
sembling the remembrance agent.

In most cases the user interface should attract the attention of the
user. However, this is not the case with the remembrance agent, since the
idea behind it is that it should be running in the background at all times
[RS96].

2.3.1 Color, sound and motion

When you are writing an e-mail you do not want to be interrupted, i.e.
have your attention deflected, by the remembrance agent just because it
has new suggestions of documents (previous actions) that are related to
what you are writing at the moment. Rather you want the remembrance
agent to run quietly in the background and turn to it when you need more
information on something.

Because the idea is not to attract the user’s attention, no sound or
motion should be used in the interface. This can be inferred from any
book on user interface design, e.g. [DFAB93], since both sound and motion
tend to attract the user’s attention. For the same reason using colors when
indicating how good the suggestions are should be avoided [RS96]. The
suggestions change with a rather short time interval and using color would
result in a moving color pattern, thus creating motion which should be
avoided.

2.3.2 Familiarity

A user interface that resembles something that a user is already familiar
with is easier to use than a completely novel user interface. Another way to
put this is that a user interface that conforms with the user’s expectations
based on his or her previous experiences, both in the real world and of
other user interfaces, simplifies the interaction.

One has to be careful though. If the user interface invites the user to
form a specific mental image of the system because it resembles other pre-
viously encountered interfaces, it has to fulfill these expectations. Nothing
is as confusing as wrongly believing that the system will behave in a cer-
tain way. It is a matter of transfering a correct mental image of the system
from the designer to the user.

2.3.3 Competence and trust

Since the remembrance agent aims to reduce work and information over-
load the issues of competence and trust, as put forward by Pattie Maes
in her classical paper Agents that reduce work and information overload
[Mae94], have to be taken into account during the design process.

Trust refers to the user’s feeling of trust for his agent, while competence
refers to how the agent makes the decision of what information should be
presented to the user, and what should not.

In the context of the remembrance agent trust is a measure of to what
extent the user feels (s)he can trust the suggestions put forward by the
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remembrance agent. Competence on the other hand refers to the ability
of the remembrance agent to make a correct decision of which references
are relevant to the current context, and thus should be presented to the
user as suggestions.
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Chapter 3

Expected results

The goal of this thesis work is to design a platform independent remem-
brance agent, and to implement a prototype of this remembrance agent
using Java. The prototype should handle e-mail and web pages. It should
be easy to add additional functionality, e.g. ability to handle phone calls.

Included in the work is looking into the research done on remembrance
agents and related areas.

Part of the design is the infrastructure that the remembrance agent
needs, in order to get the necessary information about the user’s current
actions. If possible, Daemon should be used as an information provider.

The prototype should make its services available in the Daemon envi-
ronment in place at Ericsson Radio Systems. For this reason, a Daemon
protocol to be used by the remembrance agent should be developed.
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Chapter 4

Design

Before going into the design considerations, I will explain how, together
with my collaborator Patrick Gründler, I arrived at the decisions about
what kind of information was needed, or at least desireable, to allow
the remembrance agent to make relevant suggestions. It is included here
mostly because of its relevancy to the design of the remembrance agent
protocol.

Since the user interface and the daemon connection were my focus, this
chapter includes an in-depth discussion on the design decisions in these
two areas.

We decided early on to use UML1 in the design process. This is because
UML provides a useful framework for thinking about the design of a new
system, and because UML minimizes the ambiguity when discussing that
same design [BRJ98].

4.1 Available information

To simplify the search process for the remembrance agent it is of great
help to have tagged data to search in. For this reason we have identified
eight different categories of information that should be possible to identify
about an activity taking place.

Type The type of activity taking place. The remembrance agent is meant
to handle communication events. The types of communication we
have defined are mail, WWW and phone. It is very easy to add new
types as the need arises.

Subject As mentioned above, the activities we look at are all communi-
cations; and as such they have a subject. E-mail messages have a
rather obvious subject, i.e. the subject line. For web pages the title
will be used as the subject.

Getting the subject of a phone call is a lot harder, unless the user
supplies it himself somehow. I firmly believe that this will be reme-
died in the future, as the research in natural speech understanding
develops.

Contacts The contacts are the persons involved in an activity. For an e-
mail message these include the sender and all receivers of the e-mail,
and for phone calls the participants in the discussion.

1Universal Modelling Language
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This time it is the web pages that pose a problem. Who is involved
in the communication when somebody visits a web page? We have
defined that the contacts of this type of communication are the vis-
itor (i.e. the remembrance agent user) and the author of the web
page, as content provider.

Content The actual content of the activity, that is the information that
was being communicated. Again, this is hard to get at when it
comes to phone calls. E-mail messages are pretty easy though, as
they actually have a content tag, and as for web pages we consider
the words on the page as its contents.

Attachments Any document being attached to this activity in any way.
E-mail messages have well-defined attachments. When it comes to
web pages the documents it links to will be used as attachments.

For phone calls one might consider documents being referred to dur-
ing the discussion as attachments, but the parsing necessary is so
far off into the future we have not made a clear distinction yet.

Location The location of the user when the activity took place. The
remembrance agent of this project is stationary, and for this reason
we do not really have any useful information to put into this field.
However, we still consider this a useful piece of information, as we
expect remembrance agents to move about in the future.

Time The time when the activity took place. Phone calls take place at
one time only. The question is whether to save the starting or the
finishing time. We decided to use the starting time.

E-mail messages are treated similarly: They contain a field tagged
“time” that contains the time they were sent. This is the time we
keep. One could imagine saving the time they were first read, or the
time they were last read, but we have decided against this because
we believe that the important time associated with an e-mail is when
it was written.

For web pages this problem occurs again: Should we save the time
it was written, the time it was first visited or the time it was last
visited? We have decided to use the time it was last visited, because
we believe that pages visited recently are more important to the user
than pages visited a long time ago.

URL The URL to the content of the activity, i.e. the place where the
remembrance agent can find information enough to reconstruct the
activity.

These categories are quite different from the ones Rhodes arrived at,
see section 2.1.2. The information, the contacts, the subject and the
location are common, but we have merged time and date to one time-
field, and completely ignored the day of week. The day of week could be
reconstructed from the time-field if needed, but we see no reason to save
it explicitly.

4.2 User interface design

The most important design goal, from my point of view, was to make the
user interface completely separate from the logic of the program. In other
words, it should be very easy to replace the current user inteface with
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another one. As a consequence it was necessary to have a well-defined
interface between the remembrance agent and the user interface2.

My solution to this problem was to let the user interface, and anybody
else who is interested, register itself as an SuggestionEventListener with
the remembrance agent. As the remembrance agent computes new sug-
gestions it will send out SuggestionEvents, and it is up to the listener to
decide what to do with them.

Figure 4.1: UML diagram for SuggestionEventListener

4.2.1 The graphical user interface

The concept of familiarity implies that the user interface should resemble
something the user is already familiar with. Since we were developing
a remembrance agent for a stationary computer, my thoughts went in
the direction of a graphical user interface. Things would have been quite
different if the application was to be run on a mobile phone, as the mobile
phones of 1999 had text based user interfaces.

The suggestions of the remembrance agent are pretty much like links
in a web browser; they point to information available somewhere else.
Therefore my first thought was to make an interface similar to Netscape
Navigator or Internet Explorer.

When I thought about it I realised this probably was not such a great
idea. If you follow the links in a web browser you expect the contents
of the page they point to to appear in the current window. In the case
of the remembrance agent the contents of the “links” should not appear
in the current window, i.e. the window of the remembrance agent, but
rather in the window associated with that type of content. i.e. a web page
should be opened in a web browser and an e-mail should be displayed in
the user’s e-mail client of choice.

On top of this, there is a lot of metadata3 available about the sugges-
tions of a remembrance agent, as for example where the data associated
with them is stored, what type of activity they describe, their associated

2In fact the graphical user interface and the daemon connection both communicate with
the remembrance agent using the same interface

3Metadata is information about information, e.g. the author or format of an article [Jer98].
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time. What I wanted to do was to present the suggestions, with their
metadata, to the user, in some kind of listing, sorted by their estimated
relevancy for the current context.

It became clear to me that I wanted something similar to Netscape
Messenger, not Navigtor. In other words the remembrance agent’s user
interface should resemble that of a mailbox listing in an e-mail client,
not a web browser. Thus the interface was designed with one column
for each field of interest, e.g. subject and time, and one suggestion listed
on each row. Selecting to view a suggestion would not open the details
of the suggesion in the rememberance agentś window though, but rather
would activate the application associated with the suggestion and display
it there.

4.2.2 Usability

As mentioned earlier, one of the ideas behind the remembrance agent is
that it should be unobtrusive. In other words it is necessary for the user
to be able to judge if the suggestions are worth perusing by just glancing
at them. For this reason it is important that there are not too many
suggestions presented to the user at once, because this would overwhelm
the user, who would pretty soon stop looking at the suggestions.

It is also important that it is easy to follow the lead of the suggestions.
Therefore it should be possible to see the contents of a suggestion just by
clicking on it. And of course these contents should be displayed to the
user in the form they usually have. In other words, the contents of the
suggestions should appear in the right application.

Another thing that makes the user stop looking at the suggestions very
quickly is if they are often irrelevant to the context [Rho97]. Actually this
is inherent in Maes’ concept of trust[Mae94]. The user will not feel trust
in the remembrance agent if it presents irrelevant suggestions. For this
reason it is better to show no suggestions at all than a pre-defined number
no matter their relevancy.

Trust, like competence, the other concept put forth by Maes, actually
applies to the remembrance agent itself, not the user interface. It is up to
the remembrance agent to compute good suggestions. The user interface
is there only to present those suggestions to the user.

4.2.3 Configuration of the user interface

Basically, everything should be configurable by the user. But then again, a
user should not need to configure anything at all to make the remembrance
agent work. An unexperienced user should be able to just install and then
start the program, without having to care about threshold values, number
of suggestions shown, and the like. On the other hand, an advanced user
should be allowed to change all of these values to fit his or her preferences.

In the same sense the colors used should be the system colors. There
is reason to believe that the user has set those to match his or her wishes,
and if they are changed the remembrance agent should reflect this change.
Again, if the user wants to change the colors of the remembrance agent
user interface explicitly, this should of course be allowed.

The user should also be allowed to define what information about the
suggestions should be shown; the user might want to see the subject and
time, but not the contacts. It is predefined that the information about
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the suggestions are shown in columns, where each row represents one
suggestion, but the order of those columns should be configurable.

4.2.4 Internationalization and localization

Internationalization and localization is something that should be done to
every user interface, from the beginning. It is much harder to add this
functionality later on than it is to include it in the first version. You never
know when your product will become available worldwide.

Internationalization, or i18n4, is the process of making automatic
translations of the user interface based on the language spoken by the
user.

Localization, on the other hand, is the process of making the user in-
terface reflect the culture the user lives in. Most important to the remem-
brance agent is the fact that dates are written out differently in different
cultures.

The locale of a user is usually available from the OS, and provides
information about what part of the world the user is situated in, and
what language (s)he speaks. It could for example tell us that the user
lives in Canada and speaks Canadian French, or that the user lives in
Finland, but speaks Swedish.

The remembrance agent, as all other products with a user interface,
should use the locale information to tailor the interface to fit the user.

4.3 Inventing a Daemon protocol

This section will try to explain the design of the Remembrance Agent
Protocol, RAP (see appendix B), and the desired functionality the design
decisions are based on.

The reader might want to use appendix B as a reference on what
building stones are used in messages.

4.3.1 Subscriptions should be possible

For a client in the Daemon network to be able to make use of the services
a remembrance agent provides, it has to be able to tell the remembrance
agent that it is interested in its services. For this reason a subscribe
command seemed a good idea. And if it is possible to subscribe to the
suggestions of a remembrance agent, there has to be a way of unsubscrib-
ing. Thus the messages

{subscribe}
{unsubscribe}

become the first two messages of the protocol.

Based on the assumption that each remembrance agent handles its
own connections, and thus is a daemon in its own right, neither of these
two messages need any arguments.

For a while I thought about adding an argument to the subscribe mes-
sage to allow the subscriber to specify what kind of information should
be included in the suggestions. For example, does the client want a URL

4There are eighteen letters between the i and the n in internationalization, and a common
abbreviated form is i18n.
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of the referred to document, or the contents of it? Due to the time lim-
its imposed on a thesis project I decided against including this option.
However, it might be desirable to add it in the future.

Both of these messages are requests and therefore require responses.
If everything goes well, all the remembrance agent need to answer is just
that, ok. However, if something goes wrong it is preferable that the re-
membrance agent is able to communicate what. For this resaon the reply
in case of a mess-up should be {error, "Unable to connect"}, or some
other message.

4.3.2 In reply to subscriptions

Considering that a client is now able to subscribe to the suggestions of a
remembrance agent, there has to be some way for the remembrance agent
to send out the suggestions. For this reason an indication needs to be
included in the protocol.

{ind, {suggestions, <suggestion representation>}}

Being an indication it does not require a response. However, it remains
to be figured out how the actual suggestions should be represented.

So, what information is necessary to determine if the suggestion is of
any use to the client? The score of the suggestion, i.e. how good it is, is
an obvious answer. Also, some handle to the document being suggested
is needed, e.g. the URL. Including the whole document is avoided to limit
the amount of data sent. For the benefit of a human client including the
subject might be nice. Thus each suggestion is represented by a tuple
containing these three items; its score5, URL and subject. This might
change in a future edition, especially if the client is allowed to specify
what information about a suggestion it wants.

The remembrance agent should not send each suggestion as a separate
indication. Rather, it should send a collection of suggestions. This is
because each time the remembrance agent notices a change in the user’s
current activity it will produce a number of suggestions of previous actions
related to the current one. A client needs to know which suggestions are
the result of the same activity. For this reason suggestions are sent out
as a list.

{ind, {suggestions, [<suggestion>]}}

is the resulting addition to the protocol.

4.3.3 Adding and extracting information

Apart from subscribing to suggestions, a client might want to tell the re-
membrance agent that some activity has occurred. For this reason another
request should be added to the protocol:

{add, <info>}

This message allows the client to add information about new activities to
the remembrance agent’s memory.

In addition to adding information about an activity that has occured,
the client might want to query the remembrance agent for suggestions of
previous activities related to one it knows about. For this reason

5The score will be computed by the actual remembrance agent. For details see [Grü02].
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{query, <query>}

should be added. <query> contains information about an (imaginary or
real) activity. Therefore it is convenient to make the representations of
activities in <query> and <info> the same.

As with the suggestions, the representation of the information, i.e. the
contents of <info> and <query>, has to be agreed upon.

The remembrance agent recognizes eight categories of information, as
mentioned in section 4.1. All information that is available should be
supplied to the remembrance agent, as this makes the computation of
new suggestions a lot easier. The format

<info>: {<type>, <subject>, <contacts>, <content>,

<attachments>, <location>, <time>, <url>}

is one suggestion of how to accomplish this. This would mean that the
client has to replace <type> above with the type of the communication,
<subject> with the subject, and so on.

But then what happens if some information is missing? To avoid this
problem each piece of information is sent as a key-value pair, i.e.

<info>: [{<key>, <value>}]

where the info-list can contain any number of pairs. This approach also
has the advantage that the protocol need not be changed just because a
category is added (or removed).

As it is now there are only eight categories identified, and thus there
are only eight meaningful keys, in the sense that the remembrance agent
knows what to do with them: type, subject, contacts, time, location,
attachments, content and url.

The question is what to do if the client for some reason should include
an unknown key. I have decided to take the key, an atom, and the value,
that could be any type of value, and turn them into strings. I then take
these two strings, put an equalsign ( = ) between them, and append them
to the content. In this way the information the client tried to supply is
not completely lost, but on the other hand it is not included in a field
where it will make a mess of the search process. The content field can
contain anything, and it won’t make a big difference.

One problem still remains: What should the value half of the key-value
pairs contain? Of course, this depends on what the key was.

A time-value is a tuple

{<year>, <month>, <day>, <hour>, <minute>, <second>}

that conforms with the time values used elsewhere in the Daemon proto-
cols. All fields in the time-tuple are represented by integers.

The subject, content, location and URL are all supplied as strings,
while attachments and contacts are represented by lists of strings.

Remaining is the type of the activity, which is one of the atoms mail,
WWW, or phone. Trying to add information of another type would result in
an error message, because the remembrance agent will not know what to
do with it. Querying for activities of an unknown type is possible, but
would make the remembrance agent consider the type of the query mail.

It might seem lika a good idea to let the suggestions sent out be rep-
resented as info-lists too (see section 4.3.2). But since suggestions are
sent out a couple at a time, and fairly often, this is avoided to limit the
data sent. If the amount of data is no longer an issue, this decision should
probably be reconsidered.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 The remembrance agent

A prototype remembrance agent was developed as part of the project.
It was developed in Java 1.2 and uses Daemon for two things: getting
information about the user’s activities through the other services available
in the network and making its own services available to other agents in
the network.

The user interface was based on Swing, and was implemented in Eng-
lish only. However, the text strings in the user interface are quite few so
it should be fairly easy to translate it to another language even though
there is no internationalization or localization support in the prototype.
It was left out of the scope of the project primarily to save time needed
to develop other features.

5.1.1 Platform independence

Using Java to develop a platform independent version of the remembrance
agent worked out fine.

The prototype was developed on a UNIX platform (Solaris), and it
has been tested with satisfactory results on Linux and Windows95 on a
laptop PC.

5.1.2 Application independence

The information gathering is application independent in most cases thanks
to Daemon. The only time the remembrance agent needs to communicate
with the application directly is for getting information about the user’s
actions at that exact moment.

5.2 The daemon connection

Getting the desired information, i.e. the e-mail messages, through Daemon
works fine. It ought to be easy to make use of additional services, e.g. a
Daemon service for phone calls, as the need and possibility arises.

One interesting observation is that the clients of the remembrance
agent daemon receive the suggestions noticeably faster than they appear
in the graphical user interface. To me this is an indication that the code
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of the graphical user interface should be optimized. No attempt at opti-
mization has been made as part of this thesis work.

The processing time of the suggestions is not critical at this moment
however, as the user does not know when the query is initiated. The
suggestions should be updated regularly, and the processing has to be
efficient enough for the suggestions to be perceived as reflecting recent
actions of the user. This was accomplished in the prototype.

5.2.1 Daemon considerations

The Daemon adaption of the prototype is not sufficient, unfortunately.
The problem is the remembrance agent’s service providing.

With the system set up as it is for the prototype, every single user’s
remembrance agent registers itself as a service provider with a registry
daemon. This would pretty soon swamp the network with a runaway
number of remembrance agents. On top of that all of these agents would
have to go by different names, since this is what identifies a daemon.

A more efficient way to do this is to create one remembrance agent
daemon in each bundle, that registers with the corresponding registry
daemon. Each user’s remembrance agent would then “check-in” with this
remembrance agent daemon.

When a client of this daemon requests to connect to a remembrance
agent, it has to specify the name of the user of the remembrance agent.
It is then up to the remembrance agent daemon to figure out whether
this user has a remembrance agent checked-in, and if so to arrange the
connection. This would mean that two additional arguments are needed
in the subscribe request of the remembrance agent daemon, namely the
user’s name and password.

The functionality of this new daemon is very similar to that of an e-
mail daemon. However, instead of handling e-mails for a number of users,
it handles suggestions and other data to and from the remembrance agents
of a number of users.

Of course, this change will result in a number of changes to the current
remembrance agent protocol, which can be found in appendix B. A sug-
gestion to a new remembrance agent protocol, including comments, can
be found in appendix C.

The consequence of this change is that all remembrance agents are
clients in the Daemon network, not service providers. On top of this
they are all connected to a remembrance agent daemon, that makes their
services available to other agents in the network.

The reason that the current implementation does not work in this
way is that Daemon was developed during the fall of 1999, as mentioned
earlier, and thus the developement of Daemon went on in parallell with
this thesis work. One of the consequences of this is that there was no
documentation on Daemon available (as mentioned in section 2.2). This
resulted in my writing a quick introduction to Daemon, [Hol99b]. That
document has become the introduction used at Ericsson, and thus must
cover the essentials in a credible way.

When writing the introduction I tried to avoid assuming things, e.g.
that Daemon daemons resemble Unix daemons in that they provide ser-
vices for more than one user. I believed there was supposed to be one
daemon per user. Towards the end of the project it surfaced that is not
the idea behind Daemon, rather there is supposed to be one daemon per
service. Therefore the remembrance agent protocol needs to be adjusted.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 The future of the Remembrance Agent

The top most priority of the work that is left to do is to remedy the
problems put forth in section 5.2. In other words, the protocol in use
now should be replaced by the one in appendix C, and a remembrance
agent daemon separated from the actual remembrance agents needs to be
implemented.

6.1.1 From prototype to product

Before the remembrance agent developed in this project can be released
as a product there are a number of things that need taking care of.

As in other thesis projects, e.g. [Hol99a], the graphical user interface
would benefit from being designed by a specialized graphical user interface
designer.

The interface also has to be internationalized, so that the language
can be changed in accordance with the user’s preferrences. On top of this
localization is needed, so that the user interface conforms with culture
of the user, e.g. when presenting dates. Both internationalization and
localization should be done by a specialized professional.

6.1.2 A portable remembrance agent

As mentioned in the introduction it is not very hard to imagine a portable
remembrance agent, i.e. for a portable device. Provided the remembrance
agent could somehow be made aware of your surroundings, such as where
you are and who you are talking to, it is quite obvious why such a device
would be useful.

Imagine for example that you are in Paris with some friends. If your
remembrance agent knows where you are at the moment it might tell you
that it is lunch time, and by the way, that great restaurant a colleague
told you about is right around the corner.

A portable remembrance agent could be accomplished in different
ways. Some people, like Rhodes, envision building a portable computer
that can run their current implementation of a remembrance agent. In
fact, Rhodes has already done this [Rho97]. Another approach is to imple-
ment a remembrance agent that runs on the portable computers currently
in use.
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At the time the prototype was developed, in the fall of 1999, it was
not very common with a JVM in portable devices such as personal digital
assistants and cellular phones. Nowadays however, fifteen years later, it
is, as the personal digital assistans and cellular phones of old have merged
into one all powerful entity, the smart phone. It is not hard to imagine
remembrance agent implementations for these devices.

6.1.3 The Remembrance agent in the 21st cen-
tury

In the fifteen years since the prototype described in this thesis was devel-
oped, there seems to have been very little public research on remembrance
agents done. However quite a few recent patent applications registered
with Google Scholar cite Bradley Rhodes original paper. Thus there is
reason to believe there is reasearch in related areas going on at private
companies.

Bradley Rhodes received his PhD degree from MIT in June 2000 and
moved on to new challenges at Kodak. Since then he has been a researcher
at Ricoh [Rhob] and is currently Technical Lead at Google [Lin]. As far as
I can determine no one at MIT continues the work on the remembrance
agent. The latest version of Bradley Rhodes remembrance agent was
released in February 2004 [Rhoc].

In the spring of 2000 Rhodes and Maes introduced the concept of
JITIR (Just In Time Information Retrieval) agents [RM00]. Quite obvi-
ously the remembrance agent is one flavor of a JITIR agent, and there are
others.

Today there are plenty of applications that provide information based
on our current context, and sometimes previous knowledge of us. One
example is the weather services we have in our smart phones that give us
the weather forecast for our current location (provided we have the posi-
tioning function turned on). Another are the recommendations made to
us by Spotify, assumedly based on our previous choices and other people’s
preferences.

Interestingly enough, Google launched Google Now in June 2012 [goo12],
about a year after Bradely Rhodes joined the company. Google Now is a
service that is meant to provide you with the information you need before
you ask for it, something that makes it closely related to the remembrance
agent.

6.1.4 Privacy concerns

The reception of Google Now seems to have been pretty mixed. Some
people, like Scott Webster of CNet [Web12], loved it because of the service
it provides. Others, like Jenna Wortham of N.Y. Times [Wor12], had
concerns regarding privacy and letting big companies like Google know
too much about them.

There are plenty of examples that the companies around us know
more about us and our habits than we expect them to. One example
is Target, an American retail chain, that mixed targeted ads with other
ads, to make it less obvious how much the store knows about you [Duh12].
Another example, from personal experience, is that LinkedIn is suggesting
connections that are not related to my current work or connections, but to
friends of my children. These people are current contacts of mine, though
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not on LinkedIn, but as far as I know LinkedIn has not been given access
to that information. LinkedIn seems to know anyway.

6.1.5 Through the eyes of science fiction

Many popular works of science fiction have envisioned devices that resem-
ble the remembrance agent as an important part of human memory in the
future. Among others are Kate Elliott in The Law of Becoming [Ell94,
page 730]:

“How do you remember all their names?”
“I have an implant.” He tapped his temples just above his

left ear. “It records each person I meet and cross references
it with a name, and then those I don’t remember on my own
can be recalled from the implant. It’s very useful. They’re
flattered when you remember their names, even if they must
know I have tools to help me.”

An interface as advanced as the one mentioned in this quotation is
far off in the future, but it might not be as far off as I believed [Wal00].
However it gives an indication that the remembrance agent concept, if not
by that name, is part of popular culture.

6.2 Lessons and experiences

It is easier to design a system when you have somebody to discuss possible
solutions with. In this context UML is a very useful tool for illustrating
suggested solutions, which makes it easier to discuss the solutions and
their pros and cons. It also has the advantage that all the important de-
cisions are made before the developer touches the keyboard, so no time
is wasted on solving problems that do not need to be solved when imple-
menting the chosen solution.

As always, good documentation is needed whenever somebody else is
going to keep working with your code, or, even worse, if you are to build
an application on some other person’s code. Which was the case this time.

Researchers and other professionals that rely on information to a great
extent seem to be very interested in having a personal remembrance agent.
In fact, when told about the project they all say: “Give it to me. As soon
as you’ve got something that works.” On the other hand, when talking to
other students they seem rather skeptical. They seem to see no advantages
whatsoever to an remembrance agent, but rather guard their privacy. It
appears that they think such an agent would know too much about them.
A very unscientific, but in my opinon interesting, observation.

Finally, remember that “one man can eat an elephant”, as my mother
always tells me. It took fifteen years to finish this thesis, for no apparent
reason, but now it is done.
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Appendix A

Daemon definitions

In this appendix you can find a number of definitions of the word daemon,
from various different sources.

From Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary

1913

Demon /De’mon/, n. [F. démon, L. daemon a spirit, an evil spirit, fr.
Gr. ? a divinity; of uncertain origin.]

1. (Gr. Antiq.) A spirit, or immaterial being, holding a middle place
between men and deities in pagan mythology.

The demon kind is of an intermediate nature between the divine and
the human. –Sydenham.

2. One’s genius; a tutelary spirit or internal voice; as, the demon of
Socrates. [Often written dæmon.]

3. An evil spirit; a devil.

That same demon that hath gulled thee thus. –Shak.

From Jargon File (4.0.0)

24 July 1996

daemon /day’mn/ or /dee’mn/ /n./ [from the mythological meaning,
later rationalized as the acronym ‘Disk And Execution MONitor’] A pro-
gram that is not invoked explicitly, but lies dormant waiting for some
condition(s) to occur. The idea is that the perpetrator of the condition
need not be aware that a daemon is lurking (though often a program will
commit an action only because it knows that it will implicitly invoke a
daemon). For example, under ITS writing a file on the LPT spooler’s di-
rectory would invoke the spooling daemon, which would then print the file.
The advantage is that programs wanting (in this example) files printed
need neither compete for access to nor understand any idiosyncrasies of
the LPT. They simply enter their implicit requests and let the daemon de-
cide what to do with them. Daemons are usually spawned automatically
by the system, and may either live forever or be regenerated at intervals.

Daemon and demon are often used interchangeably, but seem to have
distinct connotations. The term ‘daemon’ was introduced to computing
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by CTSS people (who pronounced it /dee’mon/) and used it to refer to
what ITS called a dragon. Although the meaning and the pronunciation
have drifted, we think this glossary reflects current (1996) usage.

From The Free On-line Dictionary of Computing

15Feb98

daemon

〈operating system〉 /day’mn/ or /dee’mn/ (From the mythological mean-
ing, later rationalised as the acronym ”Disk And Execution MONitor”) A
program that is not invoked explicitly, but lies dormant waiting for some
condition(s) to occur. The idea is that the perpetrator of the condition
need not be aware that a daemon is lurking (though often a program will
commit an action only because it knows that it will implicitly invoke a
daemon).

For example, under ITS writing a file on the LPT spooler’s directory
would invoke the spooling daemon, which would then print the file. The
advantage is that programs wanting files printed need neither compete for
access to, nor understand any idiosyncrasies of, the LPT. They simply
enter their implicit requests and let the daemon decide what to do with
them. Daemons are usually spawned automatically by the system, and
may either live forever or be regenerated at intervals.

Unix systems run many daemons, chiefly to handle requests for services
from other hosts on a network. Most of these are now started as required
by a single real daemon, inetd, rather than running continuously. Exam-
ples are cron (local timed command execution), rshd (remote command
execution), rlogind and telnetd (remote login), ftpd, nfsd (file transfer), lpd
(printing).

Daemon and demon are often used interchangeably, but seem to have
distinct connotations (see demon). The term ”daemon” was introduced
to computing by CTSS people (who pronounced it /dee’mon/) and used
it to refer to what ITS called a dragon.

From The Concise Oxford Dictionary

1999

daemon1 /’di:men/ (also daimon) • n. 1. (in acient Greek belief) a
divinity or supernatural being of a nature between gods and humans.
. an inner or attendant spirit or inspiring force. 2. archaic spelling of
demon1.

– DERIVATES daemonic adj.

– ORIGIN C16: common spelling of demon1 until the 19th cent.

daemon2 /’di:men/ (also demon) • n. Computing a background process
that handles requests for services such as print spooling, and is dormant
when not required.

– ORIGIN 1980s: perhaps from d(isk) a(nd) e(xecution) mon(itor) or
de(vice) mon(itor), or merely a transferred use of demon1.

[Pea99]
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Appendix B

The Remembrance
Agent Protocol – RAP

Below is the Remembrance Agent Protocol, RAP, as specified as part of
the thesis work.

USAGE:

{subscribe}

{unsubscribe}

{query, <query>}

{add, <info>}

{ind, {suggestions, [<suggestion>]}}

REMEMBRANCE AGENT PROTOCOL

in: {subscribe}

descr: subscribes to any new suggestions from the remembrance agent

args:

resp: ok

{error, <reason>}

in: {unsubscribe}

descr: unsubscribes to suggestions from the remembrance agent

args:

resp: ok

in: {query, <query>}

descr: queries for suggestions based on the information provided

in <query>.

args: <query>: a list of {<key>,<value>} tuples.

<key>: subject|time|content|contacts|attachments|type|

location

<subjcet_value>, <content_value>, <location_value>: string

<time_value>: a tuple {<year>, <month>, <day>, <hour>,

<minute>, <second>} where all items are

integer values.

<attachments_value>, <contacts_value>: list of strings

<type_value>: mail|WWW|phone

resp: {ok}
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{error, <reason>}

in: {add, <info>}

descr: adds the information provided in <info> to the RA’s memory

args: <info>: a list of {<key>,<value>} tuples.

<key>: subject|time|content|contacts|attachments|type|

location

<subjcet_value>, <content_value>, <location_value>: string

<time_value>: a tuple {<year>, <month>, <day>, <hour>,

<minute>, <second>} where all items are

integer values.

<attachments_value>, <contacts_value>: list of strings

<type_value>: mail|WWW|phone

resp: ok

{error, <reason>}

out: {ind, {suggestions, <suggestionlist>}}

descr: indication about new suggestions from the RA

args: <suggestionlist>: a list of <suggestion> tuples.

<suggestion>: {<score>, <url>, <subject>}

all three given as strings, though score contains a

float value and nothing else (except maybe whitespaces)

resp: ---
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Appendix C

The new Remembrance
Agent Protocol

Below is a suggestion of how the Remembrance Agent Protocol, RAP,
should work so as to fix the problems mentioned in section 5.2.

As these changes haven’t really been motivated in the text, I take the
opportunity of doing it here. Basically the user has to be identified in all
messages, so that the rememberance agent knows which user the message
concerns. I have chosen to identify the user by his or her email address,
since it is by neccessity unique and because it is used as an identifier by
other Daemon agents. Also the user has to be authorized for all messages
that change and/or access personal information. Thus they should contain
a password.

USAGE:

{subscribe, <address>, <password>}

{unsubscribe, <address>}

{query, <address>, <password>, <query>}

{add, <address>, <password>, <info>}

{ind, {suggestions, <address>, [<suggestion>]}}

REMEMBRANCE AGENT PROTOCOL

in: {subscribe, <address>, <password>}

descr: subscribes to any new suggestions from the remembrance agent

belonging to the user indicated in <address>

args: <address>: string representing the user owning the

remembrance agent issuing the desired suggestions

<password>: the password connected with that same user

resp: ok

{error, <reason>}

in: {unsubscribe, <address>}

descr: cancels subscribtion to suggestions from the remembrance

agent belonging to the user indicated in <address>

args: <address>: string representing the user owning the

remembrance agent issuing the no longer

desired suggestions
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resp: ok

in: {query, <address>, <password>, <query>}

descr: queries for suggestions based on the information provided

in <query>.

args: <address>: string representing the user owning the

remembrance agent issuing the desired suggestions

<password>: the password connected with that same user

<query>: a list of {<key>,<value>} tuples.

<key>: subject|time|content|contacts|attachments|type|

location

<subjcet_value>, <content_value>, <location_value>: string

<time_value>: a tuple {<year>, <month>, <day>, <hour>,

<minute>, <second>} where all items are

integer values.

<attachments_value>, <contacts_value>: list of strings

<type_value>: mail|WWW|phone

resp: {ok}

{error, <reason>}

in: {add, <address>, <password>, <info>}

descr: adds the information provided in <info> to the remembrance

agents memory

args: <address>: string representing the user owning the

remembrance agent that should add the <info>

<password>: the password connected with that same user

<info>: a list of {<key>,<value>} tuples.

<key>: subject|time|content|contacts|attachments|type|

location

<subjcet_value>, <content_value>, <location_value>: string

<time_value>: a tuple {<year>, <month>, <day>, <hour>,

<minute>, <second>} where all items are

integer values.

<attachments_value>, <contacts_value>: list of strings

<type_value>: mail|WWW|phone

resp: ok

{error, <reason>}

out: {ind, {suggestions, <address>, <suggestionlist>}}

descr: indication about new suggestions from the remembrance

agent

args: <address>: string representing the user owning the

remembrance agent issuing the suggestions

<suggestionlist>: a list of <suggestion> tuples.

<suggestion>: {<score>, <url>, <subject>}

all three given as strings, though score

contains a float value and nothing else

(except maybe whitespaces)

resp: ---
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